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Optical reflectivity measurements have Ьееп conducted near the smectic-A-smectic-C 
phase transition in free-standing films with thickness between two апд eleven molecular layers. 
The temperature дерепдепсе of the reflectivity in thin filт differs significantly from that in thick 
films. The optical thickness per layer increases in films with two to five layers as а result of cooling, 
in contrast with thick films. The average layer spacing was found to decrease with decreasing filт 
thickness. 

Phase transitions in thin, liquid-crysta1, free-standing Шrns have recently been studied 
extensively [1-10]. Free-standing Шms сеуеаl rich variety of properties unknown foc the bulk 
samples. The discrete layer-by-Iayer surface freezing has been observed near the Sm-A
Sm-I, Sm-A-Hex-B, Sm-A-Cry-B bulk transitions [4,5,10,11]. In contrast, ellipsometric 
measurements of the molecu1ar tilt angle Ьауе demonstrated that the order parameter for the 
Sm-A-Sm-C transition is а continuous function of temperature in thin Шrns [12,13]. ТЬе 
surface ordering phenomena near the Sm-A-Sm-C transition are уесу unusua1. Boundary 
1ayers in free-standing Шrns are tilted in the temperature interval of Sm-A phase [12, 13]. This 
ti1t causes an increase in the transition temperature оп decreasing the number oflayers [12-15]. 
The optica1 reflectivity measurements асе an informative too1 for studies of phase transitions in 
free-standing Шrns. Until now, however, detailed optica1 reflectivity measurements Ьауе not 
been conducted in extreme1y thin Шms near the Sm-A-Sm-C transition. 

In this paper we report the resu1ts ofhigh-precision, optica1-reflectivity measurements near 
Sm-A-Sm-C transition foc free-standing Шms varying from two to e1even mo1ecu1ar 1ayers. We 
have observed an anoma1ous temperature dependence ofthe optica1 thickness in ultrathin layers. 
We present the thickness dependence of the average inter1ayer spacing оп the Шm thickness. 
The penetration length of the Sm-C surface ordering was found to ье significantly 1arger than 
in the case of the 1ayer-by-1ayer transitions. 

ТЬе experiments were performed оп free-standing Шrns of p-decy1oxybenzoic acid-p-n-he
xy10xyphenyl ester. The bulk samples possess the following phase sequence: Sm-C (770 С) 

Sm-A (830С) Nematic (890С) Isotropic. Using the polarizing microscope we did not 
observe discontinuities of the optica1 properties at the bulk transition temperature (Т АС). 
These observations indicate that the Sm-A-Sm-C transition is а second-order ос weakly 
first-order transition. Оuс experimenta1 setup enabled simu1taneous optica1 observations and 
measurements of the reflection and transmission intensities to ье made. ТЬе Шms were 
illuminated with near1y normally incident light. ТЬе temperature was controlled with an 
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accuracy of ±0.01 Ос. Х -ray-diffraction studies of the bulk samples were carried out using а 
curved linear position-sensitive multidetector and а curved чuаrtz monochromator. The layer 
spacing was dA = 3.02 пт at 820С and increased slightIy in Sm-A temperature range with 
decreasing temperature (about 10-3 nmjOC). In the Sm-C phase dc decreasedsignificantly 
with decreasing temperature (dc = 2.92 пт at 71 0 С). 

The 2 to 11-1ayer Шms were spread over а 6-mm-diam llOle in а 0.2-mm-thick steel plate. 
Two methods of Шms preparation were used. Thin Шms could ье spread Ьу а movement of 
а mobile steel slip across the hole. As а rиle, it took тапу attempts to obtain а Шm of the 
required thickness. The second method was based оп the step-by-step thinning of free-standing 
Шms above the bulk Sm-A-Isotropic [16] ог Sm-A-Nema1:ic [17,18] phase transitions. The 
Шm thickness decreased in а stepwise таппег оп increasing Ithe temperature. After preparing а 
Шm of а required thickness, the heating was stopped and thеШm was cooled in the temperature 
interval ofthe bulky Sm-A. Combining these two methods, we prepared Шms ranging [гот 2 
and lllayers. The Шm thickness and interlayer spacings wert: determined Ьу optical-reflectivity 
measurements using the equation [19]: 

I(л) = (n2 - 1)2 siп2 (21ГnL/ л) 
4n2 + (n 2 - 1)2 siп2(21ГnL,/ л)' 

(1) 

. where N is the number oflayers, n=1.48 is the refractive indlex, and d is the interlayer spacing. 
For thin Шms Eq. (1) сап ье simplified [20]: 

(2) 

Equation (2) allows the determination of the optical thilckness рег layer (n2 - l)d. In our 
case this equation gives the optical thickness with acceptable ассигасу oniy for very thin Шm. 
For thicker Шms, it was necessary to use the exact equation [Eq. (1)]. The thickness of very 
thick Шms, together with the refractive index, сап Ье obtained from the fitting ofthe ref1ectivity 
spectra I(л) with Eq. (1) [14]. However, this does not work properly [ог thin Шms (N < 15), 
because the л-dерепdепсе of the reflectivity is very smooth. In this case, we used the bulk 
value [ог the refraction index and reduced the питЬег of fitting parameters. The numerical 
estimates show that this procedure allows us to find optical thickness without significant error 
(по тоге than 0.3%). 

Figure 1 showes the temperature dependences of the reflectivities [гот 2- and ll-layer 
Шms (л = 550 пт) multiplied Ьу 4/ N 2 to сотраге resultsfrom Шms of different thicknesses. 
As expected [ог the second-order transition, we observe<l the continuous variation in the 
reflected intensities. Unexpected result is а drastic change il1 the temperature dependences 
with decreasing the питЬег of layers. The variation in th(: slope of the curves was found to 
occur [ог the питЬег of layers ranging from 7 to 5. 

U sing the reflectivity data in Fig. 1, the temperature d(:pendences of the optical thickness 
per layer (n 2 - l)d were caIculated. These dependences aJ'e shown in Fig. 2. The сЬаngе of 
the thickness is continuous, which corresponds to the second-order Sm-A-Sm-C transition. 
For the 7 to 11 layer Шms the optical thickness decreases оп cooling. Qualitatively similar 
decrease in the optical thickness at the Sm-A-Sm-C transition was observed previously for 
very thick Шms [14]. ТЬе interlayer spacil1gwas estimated tlsing the optical thickness per layer 
and the refractive index. In thick Шms (9 to 11 layers) at 820С (Sm-A ppase) dA coincided 
with the value obtained from Х -ray measurements with aCCllracy of2%. Since the value ofthe 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the 
reflectivity in various free-standing films. ТЬе 
data from 3-, 5-, 7-, and 11-layer films 
were multiplied Ьу 4/N2. Тhe temperature 
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Fig.2. Temperature dependence ofthe opticaI 
density per layer (n2 - l)d for 2-, 3-, 5-, 

7-,9-, and ll-layer films 

optica1 reflectivity was measured with an uncertainty of about 1 % and n with accuracy of 0.02, 
there was а good agreement between optical and Х -ray data in the Sm-A phase. However, 
the re1ative decrease of the layer spacing (dA - dc )/dA :::::: 0.03 (Х -ray measurements) in the 
range of temperatures from 82 to 71 о С was more than the decrease of the optica1 thickness in 
thick Шrns. In ош opinion this difference stems from the change of the refractive index. 

Data for the N < 5 layer Шrns display the anomalous increase of the optica1 thickness 
and seem to indicate that the Sm-A-Sm-C transition is not present in thin Шrns. Extremely 
thin Шrns exhibit sirnilar variation of (n2 - l)d in the entire temperature range, in which these 
thicknesses are stable (ир to 1040С for а two-Iayer Шm). These resu1ts сап ье explained ifwe 
assume that the surface field stabilizes the Sm-C molecular ordering near the surface. The 
anoma1ous temperature dependence of the optica1 thickness in u1trathin Шms (N < 5) сап 
Ье interpreted in two ways: i) the increase of the refractive index as а resu1t of cooling, ii) 
the change in the interlayer spacing. Ош data are not sufficient to distinguish between these 
two cases. It should Ье noted that there cannot ье а simple analogy with the behaviour of 
thick Шrns. The increased packing efficiency and the quench of the layer fluctuations in thin 
Шrns (21], as compared with thick Шrns, can Ье the reason for the anoma1ous change of the 
optical thickness. 

Recently, Х -ray reflectivity studies of ultrathin Sm-C* Шrns оп substates have shown 
аn increase in the smectic layers spacing with decreasing number of smectic layers (about 
20%) [22]. Figure 3 shows the plot of the optica1 thickness per layer versus the number of 
layers. Ош results show that at low temperature (71 0 С, Sm-C phase) the change in the 
interlayer spacing is less than 1%. At high temperatures we observed significant differences 
in the optical interlayer spacings in thin and thick Шrns (Fig. 3). The (n2 - l)d changes are 
continuous within the measurement error. From Fig. 3 it is clear that (n2 - l)d increases at 
different rates as the temperature changes. It should Ье noted that some surface ordering has' 
been observed even below the bulk transition temperature (750 С; Fig. 3). The s-like shape 
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Fig. 3. Optical density per layer plotted 
as а ft.шсtiоп of the number of layers N 

of the thickness dependence (860 С) provides strong evidence: of the transition from the Sm-C 
surface to Sm-A ordering. In the Sm-C phase the thickness of the single smectic layer, de, 
тау ье assumed to ье de = dA COS(}, where (} is the tilt al1g1e. Ву assuming that the value 
of the refractive index does not depend оп the Шm thickness and that the thickness of the 
eleven-layer Шm at 860С is determined mainly Ьу the Sm-A ordering, we could estirnate (} 
at about 180 for а two-layer Шm. This value of (} is slightly lower than that tbund in the 
ООВАМВС two-layer Шm (approximately 250, Т - ТАе ~::::: 1О0С) [12]. For the layer-by
layer ordering [4,5,10,11], only the surface layers exhibit transition at а temperature ~ 100С 
аЬоуе the bulk transition. It is obvious that the penetration ,depth in oиr case is several times 
greater (Fig. 3). We estirnate the surface order репеtratiоп depth to Ье about three layers. 
Another distinguishing featиre of this transition is the behavior of the penetration depth near 
ТАе. For the layer-by-layertransition [4, 5,10,11] the penetration depth diverges nearthe bulk 
transition temperature, at which there is ап abrupt transition in the whole sample. In contrast, 
the penetration depth rernains finite in the temperatиre range of the bulk Sm-C phase near the 
bulk transition temperatиre. These results сап Ье attributed to the strong surface ordering and 
to the possibility of the continuous changes of the molecllla1: tilt angle in the adjacent layers. 

In summary, we Ьауе presented the first study ofthe Sm-A-Sm-C transition in extremely 
thin Шms using optical reflectivity measиrements. ТЬе temperatиre dерепdtшсе of the layer 
spacing in thin Шms differs significantly from that in thick IГUms near the bulk Sm-A-Sm-C 
transition. Oиr observations indicate that surface field stabili:zes the Sm-C phase in extremely 
thin Шms. In the high-temperatиre region, the layer spacing l:tecreases with decreasing number 
oflayers and remains approximately constant at lower temperatиres. These observations indicate 
that the Sm-C-Sm-A transition takes place with increasing Шm thickness. 

ТЬе research described in this publication was made possible, in part, Ьу Grants INTAS 
94-4078, the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Research 95-02-05343, program «Statistical 
physics and nonlinear dynamics» and from the French Nationa1 Education Minister. 
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